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Abstract

Work related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) in the shoulder/neck area are a common problem among European computer workers, especially women. Long-term low-level workloads with low degree of muscle rest are a potential risk factor for developing WMSDs. The purpose of the present study of female computer users (age 45–65 years) in Denmark and Sweden was to investigate if subjects with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints (cases, N = 35) show less trapezius muscle relative rest time (RRT) than controls (N = 44) when performing standardised short-term computer work tasks in controlled laboratory conditions. Surface electromyography (EMG) signals were recorded bilaterally from the upper trapezius muscles during a type, edit, precision and colour word stress task. Besides RRT, 10th percentile RMS values were calculated. On the average, 15 of the cases and 18 of the controls showed analysable EMG files per task. For the colour word stress task, the results showed lower RRT values and higher 10th percentile RMS amplitude levels among cases compared to controls. No such signs could be found for the other tasks performed. The present results indicate an increased motor response to a psychological stressor among subjects with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints.
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1. Introduction

Work related musculoskeletal disorders (WMSDs) in the shoulder/neck area are a common problem among European computer workers, especially women (e.g., Jensen et al., 2002; Wigaeus Tornqvist et al., 2001), in spite of the relatively low muscle activation levels required. The use of computers at work has increased substantially during the last decade, and several studies report augmented problems with increased computer usage (Blatter and Bongers, 2002; Fogleman and Lewis, 2002; Jensen, 2003; Wigaeus Tornqvist et al., 2001).

The Cinderella hypothesis postulates that long-term low-level workloads with low degree of muscle rest can cause selective over-usage of low-threshold muscle fibres, leading to WMSDs (Hågg, 1991). Based on this theory, it has been hypothesised that a low degree of muscle rest is a risk factor for development of WMSDs. This hypothesis is supported by a one-year prospective study of light manual work (Veiersted et al., 1993), where surface electromyography (EMG) was recorded and a regression analysis showed that a low amount of short muscle rest periods (gaps) predicted future development of WMSDs. More-
over, an extensive prospective study of computer users showed a significant association between perceived muscular tension and an increased risk for developing neck pain (Wahlström et al., 2004). A low degree of muscle rest may persist also after the development of disorders or complaints. Significantly higher median trapezius EMG activity and a tendency towards lower degree of muscle rest has been reported from computer users who perceived muscular tension at least a few times per week during the past month (Wahlström et al., 2003). In cross-sectional field studies of medical secretaries (Hågg and Aström, 1997) and cashier workers (Sandsjö et al., 2000) performing ordinary work activities, significantly lower muscle rest was demonstrated among workers with self-reported shoulder/neck complaints compared to those without. Two similar studies of office workers (Nordander et al., 2000; Vasseljen and Westgaard, 1995), however, did not support these results. Since these studies mainly were performed in daily life situations, this inconsistency might be related to inter-individual differences that are hard to control, e.g., work tasks, ergonomic environment, etc. Comparative studies of muscle rest during standardised computer work tasks in controlled environment are therefore of high interest since they can show which physical and mental demands may trigger different muscular behaviour among workers with self-reported shoulder/neck complaints compared to those without. Currently, such studies are lacking. In the EU funded project ‘Neuromuscular Assessment of the Elderly Worker (NEW)’ (Merletti et al., 2004), EMG data have been assessed from female computer workers during standardised computer work in laboratory setup. The project included cross-sectional data from women with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints (cases) and those without (controls). The objective of the present study was to utilise data collected in the NEW project to investigate if cases show less muscular relative rest time (RRT) than controls when performing standardised, short-term (2–5 min) computer work tasks with various elements of physical and mental demands.

2. Method

Data from questionnaires and physical measurements from elderly female computer users (defined as age 45–65 years) in Denmark and Sweden were analysed. In Denmark, the participants were employees of an insurance company, a ministry department, or an administrative unit at a hospital. The participants in Sweden were employees of a regional branch of the Swedish National Labour Market Administration. To be included in the present study, the computer users were required to: (1) have worked at least 5 years with computer job tasks, (2) work at least 20 h a week, and (3) have less than 3 months out of work, except for vacation, during the last 5 years. A division into neck/shoulder cases and controls was made using self-reported data from the standardised nordic musculoskeletal questionnaire (NMQ) (Kourinka et al., 1987). The inclusion criteria for cases were: (1) neck/shoulder complaints for more than 30 days during the past year, and (2) less than three additional body regions with complaints >30 days. The inclusion criteria for controls were: (1) less than 8 days of complaints in the neck/shoulder area during the past year, and (2) less than three additional body regions with complaints >30 days. The controls may be regarded rather as non-cases, since they are not general population controls. For simplicity in terminology we will, however, retain the term controls.

In total, 79 subjects (35 cases, 44 controls) were studied. Mean age was 53.3 (SD: 5.0) years for cases and 55.6 (4.9) years for controls. The average body mass index (BMI) was 25.7 (3.9) and 24.6 (3.1) kg/m² for cases and controls, respectively. For each work task, on the average 14–16 of the cases and 18 (12–21) of the controls showed analysable EMG files (Table 1). The typing and editing tasks rendered the fewest number of analysable files. Most common reasons for disregarding the files were too low signal-to-noise ratio and/or 50 Hz disturbance problems (maximum signal amplitude less than 3 times the disturbance amplitude with the muscle at rest). For the group

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Median RMS activity level (%)MVE</th>
<th>P10 RMS activity level (%MVE)</th>
<th>RRT result (% time)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trapezius mouse side</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.9  (5.4–28.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.5  (1.9–30.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.5  (1.0–6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.1  (0.8–12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trapezius non-mouse side</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Typing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8.6  (5.4–9.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editing</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.6  (2.2–8.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.0  (0.6–2.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.1  (1.1–4.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Group median values (lower-upper quartiles) are shown. *Indicates cases significantly different from controls, #indicates a tendency of a corresponding difference ($p < 0.1$).
of subjects with analysable files, the average age was 52.7 years for cases and 54.2 years for controls. The corresponding BMI values were on the average 25.0 and 24.0 kg/m², respectively. None of these values differed significantly to those representing all 79 subjects. No differences in age or BMI between cases and controls were found for any of the work tasks analysed. The large amount of unusable EMG data are further addressed in Section 4.

The local research ethics committees approved this study. All subjects were fully informed about the experimental procedures before giving their consent, and were fully allowed to interrupt or leave the study whenever they wanted to. These subjects constitute a sub-sample of the subjects with general EMG results previously reported by Sjøgaard et al. (2006).

2.1. Electromyography

Two adhesive linear arrays (ELSCH008, LISiN-SPES Medica, Italy) (Pozzo et al., 2004) consisting of eight 2.5 x 1 mm rectangular surface Ag/AgCl EMG electrodes with 5-mm inter-electrode distance (IED) were placed over the upper trapezius muscle on the side operating the computer mouse (mouse side) and on the side not operating the mouse (non-mouse side). The arrays were aligned on the line from the dorsal processus of the seventh cervical vertebra (C7) towards the acromion, with the most medial electrode approximately 5 mm lateral to the midpoint between C7 and acromion. Conductive gel was injected into each electrode cavity by means of a gel dispenser. A reference electrode was placed at the wrist. Before array placement, the skin was slightly abraded with abrasive paste (Meditec-Every, Parma, Italy). Seven-channel bipolar single-differential EMG was sampled from each muscle with a frequency of 2048 Hz and was 16-bit A/D converted on a prototype portable acquisition system (EMGlogger, LISiN – Sirio Automazione, Torino, Italy) (Pozzo et al., 2004). The amplifier had a gain of 1000, <1 μVRMS noise in the frequency band studied, common mode rejection ratio (CMRR) of 90 dB at 50 Hz, and an input impedance of 10 GΩ/4 pF (>100 MΩ at 500 Hz).

2.2. Protocol

The protocol started with an EMG measurement during a rest period of 20 s. This was used in the determination of noise level. After that, EMG was measured during four different computer work tasks, (1a, 1b, 2 and 3), where the order of tasks 1–3 was randomised:

1. Text typing (1a) of a standard text, followed by editing (1b) of the previously typed text according to a standard procedure (Juul-Kristensen et al., 2004). Each tasks lasted until completion or 5 min.

2. A precision task, where the subjects were asked to connect points according to a template by clicking on the points in the right order with the computer mouse (Birch et al., 2000). New points and a new template appeared on the computer screen after each figure was finished correctly. The subjects were asked to finish as many figures as possible. The task lasted for 2 min.

3. A Stroop colour word stress task (Laursen et al., 2002; Stroop, 1935), where the name of a colour appeared approximately once a second at a random place on the computer screen. By clicking on the correct of four icons alternatives with the computer mouse, the subjects were asked to respond in which colour the word was written. An audio alarm sounded when the response was erroneous or when the time limit to answer was exceeded. The task lasted for 5 min.

For EMG normalisation purposes, the subjects were then asked to perform three maximum voluntary contractions (MVCs). If the third MVC recording was more than 5% higher than the previous two recordings, a fourth test was performed; a maximum of 5 tests were performed. For further details, see Sjøgaard et al. (2006). The maximum voluntary electrical (MVE) activity was computed according to recommendations by Mathiassen et al. (1995).

The typing task consisted of keyboard work, while the editing task was a mixture of keyboard and mouse work. The precision and stress tasks were entirely mouse work. The subjects were free to choose work posture, as well as hand operating the computer mouse. In between the tasks, subjects were allowed to rest for approximately 2 min.

2.3. Signal processing

Prior to further analysis, the signals were visually inspected in order to determine whether to remove short artefact periods or if any of the 5-mm IED signals needed to be disregarded due to e.g., poor signal-to-noise ratio and/or 50-Hz powerline disturbances. Due to low- and high frequency disturbances (at 16 Hz and 320 Hz, respectively), originating from EMG hardware, a 6th order Butterworth 20–300 Hz band pass filter was applied to the signals. Additionally, an adaptive 50 Hz rejection filter (Mortara, 1977) was used for removal of powerline interferences.

By praxis, an IED of 20 mm is recommended for extracting parameters from bipolar surface EMG on the upper trapezius muscle (e.g., Freriks et al., 1999). For each electrode array, the 5-mm IED bipolar signals were therefore converted to four different 20-mm IED bipolar signals as:

\[ s_{20i} = \sum_{k=0}^{3} s_{5i+k} \]

with \( s_{20i} \) being the \( i \)th 20-mm IED signal and \( s_{5i+k} \) the \((i+k)\)th 5-mm IED signal. For visual inspection, the signal of best quality of these four was chosen. The complete file was disregarded in case of no usable combinations of four consecutive 5-mm IED signals. Root mean square (RMS) values from 100-ms non-overlapping windows were
calculated for the chosen s20 signal. The RMS values were, in a power sense, subtracted by the recorded noise level as:

\[
\text{RMS}(j) = \sqrt{\text{RMS}(j)^2 - \text{noise}^2}
\]

where \(j\) is the 100-ms window number. For each subject, the noise level used for all trials was defined as the minimum 500-ms RMS value across all trials.

RRT was defined as the relative cumulative time with RMS amplitudes below 1 %MVE for periods of \(\geq 100\) ms. The 1 %MVE threshold level has previously been found to be sensitive to individual differences in terms of gap frequency analysis (Hansson et al., 2000). The 10th percentile (P10) RMS levels were calculated as an indicator of static activity according to Jonsson (1982). All signal processing was performed in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., USA).

2.4. Statistics

Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS (SPSS Inc., USA) and MATLAB. For normally distributed data, descriptive statistics were given by mean and standard deviation (SD), and possible differences between groups were tested by paired and non-paired t-tests. For non-normally distributed data, non-parametric statistics (Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney tests) were applied. Correlation between P10 RMS levels and RRT values was assessed to investigate the P10 relatedness to muscle rest. The chosen level of significance was \(p < 0.05\). Additionally, \(p < 0.1\) was chosen as the limit to indicate tendency of differences. In cases of multiple comparisons, Bonferroni corrections of the \(P\) levels were applied.

3. Results

For cases and controls together, the absolute MVE RMS levels on the s20-signals were on the average 400 \(\mu\)V and 360 \(\mu\)V on mouse and non-mouse side, respectively. The recorded s20 noise RMS levels were on average 5.4 \(\mu\)V on mouse side and 5.8 \(\mu\)V on non-mouse side, corresponding approximately to 1.4 and 1.6 %MVE, respectively. Neither MVE nor noise RMS levels differed significantly between cases and controls.

The median and P10 RMS activity levels and RRT results during the typing, editing, precision and stress tasks, separated for cases vs. controls, are shown in Table 1.

As shown by the large range between the lower and upper quartiles in Table 1, large individual differences in median RMS, P10 RMS and RRT results were found for both cases and controls. The median and P10 RMS levels were significantly higher during the typing and editing tasks compared to precision and stress tasks on both sides of the trapezius and for both cases and controls. The group median RRT results were much lower for the typing and editing tasks compared to precision and stress tasks. These differences were statistically significant, except for controls on non-mouse side comparing editing vs. precision and for cases on mouse side comparing typing vs. precision. For cases, both median and P10 RMS levels were significantly higher on mouse side compared to non-mouse side during all four tasks. For both cases and controls, the RRT results tended \((p < 0.1)\) to be lower on mouse side compared to non-mouse side during the precision task, while no tendencies were found for the other tasks.

For the stress task on mouse side, significantly lower RRTs were found for cases. Here, there was also a tendency for higher median RMS levels for cases than for controls \((p < 0.1)\), and P10 RMS levels were on the average higher for cases with a relatively low \(p\)-value \((p < 0.13)\). On non-mouse side, there was a tendency for higher P10 RMS levels and lower RRT results for cases compared to controls \((p < 0.1)\). During the typing, editing and precision tasks, no differences between cases and controls were found.

![Fig. 1. Scatter plots of the individual P10 RMS levels and RRT values on mouse side (A) and non-mouse side (B) for the stress task. The dashed vertical lines mark RRT threshold level (1 %MVE).](image_url)
The P10 RMS levels correlated significantly with the RRT values on both non-mouse and mouse side for all tasks (Spearman test; \( p < 0.001 \), \( \rho_s \) ranging between \(-0.81 \) and \(-0.95 \)) with an inverse relationship, see example in Fig. 1.

4. Discussion

In this experimental study with standardised, short-term work tasks, the main finding was that elderly female computer users with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints showed several electromyographic signs for less trapezius muscle rest compared to those without complaints, when performing a short-term colour word stress task, but not during the more physical tasks.

4.1. Overall muscle activity

As presented above, the median muscle activity was slightly below 10 %MVE during the typing and editing tasks, and around 2 %MVE during the precision and stress tasks on both the mouse and the non-mouse side. The subjects in the present study constitute a sub-sample of a larger study of 252 elderly computer users from Denmark, the Netherlands, Sweden and Switzerland (Sjøgaard et al., 2006). In that study, no significant differences between cases and controls were found in absolute values of mean EMG RMS levels during the computer tasks. When normalizing the RMS data from the computer tasks with the values attained during a 30 %MVC and assuming linearity between RMS levels and force development, it was further estimated that the average relative muscle activation was 10–11 %MVE in the trapezius muscle during typing, 7–8 %MVE during editing, and 3–4 %MVE during the precision and stress tasks. No differences were found between cases and controls (Sjøgaard et al., 2006).

The present P10 levels were approximately half of the corresponding median levels, which indicate a high degree of static activity (Jonsson, 1982) during the tasks. Previous studies of muscular activity among computer workers performing regular work at their workplace have reported median activities of approximately 4 and 2 %MVE on the mouse and the non-mouse side, respectively, among computer-aided design (CAD) operators (Jensen et al., 1998), and of 3.6 and 3.3 %MVE, respectively, among female office assistants (Blangsted et al., 2003). Corresponding P10 levels were 1 and 0.3 %MVE, respectively, for the CAD operators, and 1.1 and 1.0 %MVE, respectively, for the female office assistants. Thus, especially the typing and editing work tasks chosen in the present study may represent rather physically intensive and static computer tasks.

4.2. Muscle rest

A high degree of static activity during the performed tasks, as indicted above, would explain the general result of lower median RRTs during the typing and editing tasks compared to the precision and stress tasks.

In contrast to the typing and editing tasks, the precision and stress task consist entirely of mouse work with no task-related activity required on the non-mouse side of trapezius. Therefore, the findings of higher RRT on non-mouse side compared to mouse side during the precision task, but not during the stress task, indicate that mental stress induces more bilateral constant activity compared to a precision mouse task. The lower RRT values and higher P10 RMS levels among cases compared to controls during the stress task further suggest that the stress induced constant activity is higher for cases than for controls, both on the contra-lateral and the primary side of the trapezius. The strong negative correlations between P10 RMS levels and RRT values for all tasks and on both sides of trapezius substantiate the P10 RMS relatedness to muscle rest.

Previous cross-sectional field studies of medical secretaries (Hågg and Åström, 1997) and cashier workers (Sandjö et al., 2000), who were performing ordinary work activities at their workplace, have reported significantly lower RRT among workers with self-reported shoulder/neck complaints compared to those without. In the present results, different RRT and RMS levels between cases and controls were indicated for the stress task, but not for the typing, editing or precision tasks. The relatively intensive and static physical demands during the typing and editing tasks, and the shorter recording time during the precision task, may have masked eventual differences in muscle activities between cases and controls. Due to the short-cycled and highly repetitive design of the precision task, the latter is however less probable. An alternative explanation is that subjects with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints are more prone to develop a stress-related trapezius muscle activity than healthy subjects, i.e., an increased motor response to psychological stress in tender muscles. In a study of 62 subjects with trapezius muscle myofascial trigger points, spontaneous needle EMG activity was reported from all trigger points but not from adjacent non-tender fibres of the same muscle in the same subject (Hubbard and Berkoff, 1993). It was postulated that the trigger point activity was generated from sympathetically stimulated muscle spindles, which is further supported by findings of increased trigger point activity during psychological stress while adjacent non-tender trapezius muscle fibres remained electrically silent (McNulty et al., 1994).

As previously presented by Veiersted et al. (1993), lack of muscle rest periods is a plausible risk factor for development of WMSDs. Due to the cross-sectional design of the present study, it cannot be stated whether the cases showed less muscle rest than controls also before the complaints developed. Veiersted et al. (1993) showed that the number of short muscle rest periods were significantly lower for the patients, also before patient status. Moreover, a prospective study of light manual workers in the poultry and fish industries showed higher mean shoulder muscle EMG activity both prior to and after the start of complaints.
among workers who later developed neck/shoulder complaints, compared with workers who stayed healthy (Madeleine et al., 2003). With support from these longitudinal findings, the present results indicate that stressful working conditions may exacerbate muscular overuse in people who already experience neck/shoulder complaints.

4.3. EMG dropouts

As presented in Methods, a large quantity of the EMG data could not be analysed, mainly due to poor signal-to-noise ratio and/or 50 Hz interference problems. One of the objectives with the NEW project, outside the scope of the present study, was to investigate non-invasive techniques to estimate muscle fibre conduction velocity (CV) among elderly computer users. For this reason, a 7-channel bipolar linear array electrode with 5 mm IED was used. The electrode was at a prototype stage and not pre-gelled. The main reason for the EMG dropouts was most probably an increased risk for insufficient electrode-to-skin contact, due to too little amount of electrode gel applied, or short-circuiting, due to too much electrode gel applied in the cavities of the array, as compared to pre-gelled electrodes at 20 mm IED for normal surface EMG use (Freriks et al., 1999). The 5-mm IED bipolar spatial filtering, and the conversion from s5 to s20 signals further decrease the signal-to-noise ratio. The recorded noise level corresponded, on the average, to approximately 1.5 %MVE in the analysable data. Thus, a compensation of RMS levels to recorded noise was needed. Neither age nor BMI differed significantly for the group of subjects with analysable EMG data as compared to the group of all subjects. Moreover, the number of EMG dropouts was similar for cases as for controls. Due to the nature of the EMG dropouts as described above, the present results are judged to be representative for the whole group of investigated cases/controls.

4.4. Self-reported complaints vs. muscular disorders

Complaints in the neck/shoulder region, reported by use of the NMQ questionnaire, are not necessarily related to disorders localised to muscle tissue. However, a clinical investigation of the studied subject group reported that trapezius muscle pain (myalgia) and tension neck syndrome were the two most frequent clinical diagnoses among cases (Juul-Kristensen et al., 2006). In total, muscle disorders could be diagnosed for 60% of the cases and for only 7% of the controls. Thus, a relation between self-reported neck/shoulder complaints and muscular disorders is substantiated in the studied subject group.

4.5. Protocol

In the present study, the standardised computer work tasks were developed as tests similar to occupational tasks in computer worker’s daily life. Previous comparative studies of muscle rest (e.g., Blangsted et al., 2003; Hägg and Åström, 1997; Nordander et al., 2000; Sandsjö et al., 2000; Vasseljen and Westgaard, 1995) are mostly of long-term character and carried out at the subject’s ordinary workplace during their regular work. Field studies like these facilitate estimation of the individual’s actual workload during their working hours. However, a comparative analysis of workload between subject groups (e.g., cases vs. controls) is at risk to be hampered by factors difficult to control at the workplace. For example, work tasks, psychosocial factors, ergonomic environment, etc., can differ between individuals, subject groups, and days. A field study of employees in municipal administration has shown that differences in muscle rest predominantly were due to differences in job content, even though all performed computer work (Blangsted et al., 2003). Comparative studies in controlled laboratory environment and with standardised computer work tasks, as in the present study, are therefore of a high interest.

For practical reasons, the work tasks lasted for 2–5 min. Theoretically, a prolongation of the work tasks would gain precision of a group mean value. However, the present work tasks were highly standardised and of short cycles, which potentially reduced the significance of prolonging the work tasks. Results from 10 subjects performing a standardised computer work task showed that, taken a standard measurement time of 5 min, the number of subjects is more effective to increase than the measurement time (Forsman et al., 2006).

4.6. Signal processing

As described in Method, there were disturbances at 16 Hz and at 320 Hz in the power spectrum, originating from the EMG hardware applied. The magnitudes of the disturbances varied with time and subject, and the most effective and robust technique found for reducing these disturbances was by applying a digital band pass filter at 20–300 Hz. The reason for using the specific low- and high cut-off frequencies was the sensitivity of the RRT algorithm for noise. The effects of this slightly different filter settings – as compared to the Journal’s normal standards – on the RMS values were considered low and consistent between the subjects, and would not hamper the comparison between the two groups of subjects, which was the objective of the study.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, elderly female computer users with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints showed several electromyographic signs for less trapezius muscle rest compared to those without complaints, during performance of a short-term colour word stress task under controlled laboratory conditions. For the short-term typing, editing, and precision tasks, no such signs could be found. Lack of muscle rest periods has previously been reported as a plausible risk factor for the development of WMSDs. The present results indicate an increased motor response
to a psychological stressor among subjects with self-reported neck/shoulder complaints.
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